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Book Club
The best new health books on walking, the psychology of money and more
WALKACTIVE
PROGRAMME

Dr David Lewis (Random
House, £12.99, available
as an ebook)

You’re not hungry, but still
munch a whole packet of
biccies. Wondering why?
Much of our decisionmaking may seem random,
but there’s a lot going on below the level of
conscious thought, says neuropsychologist
Dr David Lewis, director of the research agency
Mindlab. Here, he explores how this affects our
choices. For instance, craving sugary foods is a
hangover from hunter-gatherer ancestors, who
sought out calorific foods for energy. He also
offers ways to sidestep base impulses, such as
eating snacks with the opposite hand to normal.
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‘Hang on,’ you’re
thinking. ‘I know how
to walk, why do I need
a book to teach me?’
Well, diet and movement specialist Joanna Hall
argues the majority of us aren’t walking properly.
We use the wrong muscles, in the wrong way
and at the wrong time – potentially causing a host
of physical problems. Hall offers effective tweaks,
such as rolling your foot on the ground to avoid
muscle and joint tension. Using her advice, you’ll
maximise the fitness benefits of walking and get
fitter and slimmer with every step. We’re sold.

★★★★

With street food the
buzzword on every
foodie’s lips and South
American restaurants
popping up nationwide,
along comes a recipe
book that combines the two. Ceviche takes its
name and inspiration from Britain’s first Peruvian
street food restaurant, in London. And it does
not disappoint. There are mouthwatering recipes
like the classic fish dish, don ceviche, where raw
sea bass is marinated in citrus juices. Plus salad
specials such as ensalada de quinoa, made from
the Peruvian diet staple quinoa. It’s perfect for
summer and it’s healthy too – what’s not to love?

★★★★
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HAPPY MONEY

Alisa Vitti (Hay House,
£12.99, available as
an ebook)

Tana Amen (St Martin’s
Press, £18.99, available
as an ebook)

Elizabeth Dunn and
Michael Norton
(Oneworld, £10.99,
available as an ebook)

Gynaecologist and health
coach Alisa Vitti has a
passion for helping women
to manage hormonerelated health problems
using an holistic approach. Whether your libido
has taken a nosedive, you’re concerned about
your fertility or your periods are irregular, Vitti
has natural advice to help you manage your
health concerns – for example, she explains how
regulating your blood sugar levels by eating
low-GI foods will also have a positive impact on
any unruly hormones. Vitti’s enthusiasm shines
through, but you’ll need to make time for this
involved read – it’s not a book for dipping into
to address your particular issues.

★★★

Joanna Hall (Piatkus,
£13.99, available
as an ebook)

CEVICHE
Martin Morales
(Orion, £25)

By her mid-30s,
Tana Amen had battled
problems including
severe digestive disorders
and thyroid cancer.
Despite being told poor genes and bad luck
were to blame, Amen decided to overhaul her
diet and start from scratch. Among the lessons
blueprinted in this book, Amen advises following
a 70-30 plant to protein rule, where you eat raw
foods 70 per cent of the time and protein for the
remainder, which is achieved over three twoweek phases. This book is an inspirational read
for anyone wanting to overhaul their wellbeing.
However, there’s not much takeaway advice if
you’re looking for a quick fix.

They say money can’t buy
happiness. Not strictly true,
argue psychology and
business experts Elizabeth
Dunn and Michael Norton. The key is spending
the right way such as buying experiences rather
than material things. Show your money worries
the door with this practical and fascinating read.

★★★★★

READER OFFER
You can buy Happy Money and get a £3 discount
and free P&P at www.oneworld-publications.com.
Simply use ‘HEALTHY’ as the discount code at the
checkout. Offer applies to UK residents only.
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